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🍿CoinkyDink?🍿 
 
Jeffrey Epstein arrested for allegedly sex trafficking
dozens of minors in New York & Florida between 2002 &
2005, and will appear in court in New York on Monday.🍿 
 
At least 23 people injured in apparent gas explosion at a
FL shopping center in BROWARD COUNTY😱

🍿CoinkyDink2🍿 

 

Britain's Amb to Washington has described Trump as 'inept', 'insecure' &

'incompetent' in a series of explosive memos to Downing Street. 

 

RU Nuclear sub explosion: Radiation leak confirmed 

 

UCLA Professor Stole Missile Secrets for China, Faces 219 Years in Prison
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🍿CoinkyDink3🍿 

 

Huawei staff admitted to having worked with Chinese intel agencies in a “mass trove”

of EE records leaked online 

 

The CVs of the Huawei EEs appear to show “far closer links” between the telecomm

company & military-backed cyber agencies than previously thought.

🍿CoinkyDink4🍿 

 

Kushner uses Cayman to move foreign cash 

 

Proud Boys Rally Rocked by Sex, Cocaine Allegations 

 

Exit of Deutsche Bank's investment bank chief marks end of era 

 

Trump Is Falling Almost 1 Million Jobs Short Vs. Obama
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🍿CoinkyDink5🍿 

 

SCOTUS contorted reasoning in a gerrymandering case leaves a fundamental flaw in

our constitutional democracy without hope of a judicial remedy. 

 

U.S. demands $12.7B in judgment against 'El Chapo' 

 

Libya Uncovers Alleged Russian Plot to Meddle in African Votes

0:00

🍿CoinkyDink6🍿 

 

Actor Kevin Spacey has been questioned in the US by the Metropolitan Police over

sex assault allegations in the UK. 

 

Kamala Harris Will Be the 2020 Democratic Nominee. Per Newt Gingrich, predicted

a Trump win, when everyone was skeptical. 

#PowerBroker
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🍿CoinkyDink7🍿 

 

Drone shootdown highlights history of U.S. incursions into Iran's airspace 

 

Top VPNs secretly owned by Chinese firms 

 

Nearly a third of top VPNs are secretly owned by Chinese companies. 

 

U.S. Military Satellites Likely Cyber Attacked By China Or Russia Or Both:

🍿CoinkyDink8🍿 

 

The parents of Otto Warmbier filed a claim for a NK cargo ship that was seized by the

US in May, noting the asset could be used to pay off part of the family's $500 million
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judgment against the country. 

 

Europe Built a System to Fight RU Meddling. It’s Struggling

🍿CoinkyDink9🍿 

 

Venezuela's rulers accused by UN of death squads and policy of fear — 6k dead. 

 

The UN says(FAES) "manipulated the crime scene and evidence. They would plant

arms and drugs and fire their weapons against the walls or in the air to suggest a

confrontation

0:00

🍿CoinkyDink9🍿 

 

Trona, CA suffered significant damage and fires in Friday’s 6.9 earthquake. 

 

Gov. Newsom seeks a presidential emergency declaration for direct federal assistance 
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Archaeologists expected a routine dig in Sweden, but they uncovered two rare Viking

burial boats

💣B.O O M💣 

 

Billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein was arrested for allegedly sex trafficking dozens

of minors in New York and Florida between 2002 and 2005, and will appear in court

in New York on Monday, according to three law enforcement sources.  
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Jeffrey Epstein Arrested For Sex Trafficking of Minors: Sources
Jeffrey Epstein was reportedly arrested on Saturday and will appear in New York
court on Monday to be charged with sex trafficking, according to multiple law
enforcement sources

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-so…

Financier Jeffrey Epstein has been arrested on charges related to allegations of sex-

trafficking in New York and Florida 

 

Financier is expected in federal court in Manhattan on Monday, when indictment will

be unsealed 

Billionaire Jeffrey Epstein Arrested on Sex-Trafficking Charges
Billionaire financier Jeffrey Epstein was arrested Saturday on sex-trafficking
charges, two law-enforcement officials said.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/billionaire-jeffrey-epstein-arrested-on-sex-trafficking-charg…

At least 23 people injured in apparent gas explosion at a Florida shopping center in

Broward County 

 

#EpsteinArrested 🤔 

Florida explosion: 23 hurt in apparent gas explosion at shopping center
At least 23 people were injured, including two seriously, after an apparent gas
explosion Saturday shattered parts of a shopping mall in the South Florida city of
Plantation, authorities said.

https://www-m.cnn.com/2019/07/06/us/florida-plantation-explosion/index.html?r=https…

U.S. Military Satellites Likely Cyber Attacked By China Or Russia Or Both: Report 
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U.S. Military Satellites Likely Cyber Attacked By China Or Russia Or B…
A leading defense research organization has warned the U.S. and NATO that they
can presume the satellites they rely on for military command and control have
already been hacked and that China and Rus…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/07/05/u-s-military-satellites-likely-cyber…

💰FBME Bank �Cyprus�Russia  

�Aaron Banks �Trump�Manafort 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

FBME Bank Cyprus Russia  
Aaron Banks Trump Manafort 

 
Ongoing Probe:  
 
 "Money laundering, terrorist financing, transnational organized 
crime, fraud schemes, sanctions evasion, weapons proliferation, 
corruption by politically exposed persons, & other financial 
crimes”.

155 8:26 PM - Jul 6, 2019

138 people are talking about this

RU Nuclear sub explosion 

�Radiation leak confirmed  

Julia Davis
@JuliaDavisNews

An unnamed high-ranking RF military official said that those who 
perished during the incident on a nuclear sub "prevented a 
global-scale catastrophe." The general public was prevented 
from entering the cemetery or approaching the graves by the 
Nat'l Guard.twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews…

Julia Davis @JuliaDavisNews
Russian officials face accusations of trying to cover up the full details 
of an accident on board a military submarine that killed 14 sailors. 
reuters.com/article/us-rus…
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1,465 people are talking about this

Kamala Harris Will Be the 2020 Democratic Nominee. Why Newt Gingrich Has Been

Saying 

Newt Gingrich: Kamala Harris will be the Democratic nominee. Here's …
Senator Harris is a compelling personality, a California left-winger, a woman, a
person of color, and young. That's what the media and Democratic primary voters
are looking for.

https://www.newsweek.com/kamala-harris-will-2020-democratic-nominee-why-newt-gi…

Venezuela's rulers accused by UN of death squads and policy of fear 6k dead. 

 

The UN says(FAES) "manipulated the crime scene and evidence. They would plant

arms and drugs and fire their weapons against the walls or in the air to suggest a

confrontation 

UN accuses Venezuela of using death squads
Extrajudicial killings and the planting of evidence are used to remove opponents, a
report alleges.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-48873500
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Leaked cables reveal Britain's Ambassador to Washington has described Donald

Trump as 'inept', 'insecure' and 'incompetent' in a series of explosive memos to

Downing Street. 

Britain's man in the the US says Trump is 'inept'
EXCLUSIVE: Sir Kim Darroch (pictured) used secret cables and briefing notes to
impugn Trump's character, warning London that the White House was 'uniquely
dysfunctional'.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7220335/Britains-man-says-Trump-inept-Cabl…

Europe Built a System to Fight Russian Meddling. It’s Struggling.  

 

Europe Built a System to Fight Russian Meddling. It’s Struggling.
As governments debate the best way to combat Kremlin propaganda, internal
documents show the political disputes behind what appeared to be an ambitious
effort.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/06/world/europe/europe-russian-disinformation-prop…

🔑Exit of Deutsche Bank's investment bank chief marks end of era 

Exit of Deutsche Bank's investment bank chief marks end of era
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The head of Deutsche Bank's investment bank agreed to step down on Friday in a
sign of the division's waning influence as Germany's largest lender prepares a
multi-billion dollar restructuring aimed …

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-deutsche-bank-strategy-idUSKCN1TZ1VP

‼ Sign Up Today‼  

 

Game Theory Today - Learn More About Trump-Russia 

 

You will be glad you did! 

 

@gametheorytoday  

Game Theory Today - Learn More About Trump-Russia
Join the private Twitter channel where an advisor to CEOs and national
governments guides you through the chaos of the Trump-Russia era.

https://www.ericgarland.co/game-theory-today-twitter/

UCLA Professor Stole Missile Secrets for China, Faces 219 Years in Prison 

UCLA professor stole missile secrets for China, faces 219 years in pris…
Yi-Chi Shih sourced sensitive microchips from an American company whose
customers include the U.S. Air Force and DARPA.

https://www.newsweek.com/ucla-professor-stole-missile-secrets-china-219-years-priso…

Proud Boys Rally Rocked by Sex, Cocaine Allegations 
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Proud Boys Rally Rocked by Sex, Cocaine Allegations
Top speakers are fleeing and one-time allies are feuding as the gathering of MAGA
faithful teeters.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/proud-boys-rally-rocked-by-sex-cocaine-allegations

U.S. demands $12.7 billion in judgment against 'El Chapo' 

U.S. demands $12.7 billion in judgment against 'El Chapo'
U.S. authorities said on Friday they were seeking a court order requiring Mexican
drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman to forfeit $12.7 billion following his conviction
for racketeering and drug traff…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-mexico-el-chapo-idUSKCN1U02CN

U.S. Sanctions against Russia: What You Need to Know 

U.S. Sanctions against Russia: What You Need to Know
With a new bill that expands sanctions on Russia circulating within Congress, it is
clear that the United States will continue to rely on sanctions as a primary tool for
confronting Russia. It is les…

https://www.csis.org/analysis/us-sanctions-against-russia-what-you-need-know

Huawei staff admitted to having worked with Chinese intel agencies in a “mass trove”

of employment records leaked online,. 

The CVs of the Huawei EEs appear to show “far closer links” between the

telecommunications company and military-backed cyber agencies 
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Huawei staff CVs reveal alleged links to Chinese intelligence agencies
Huawei staff admitted to having worked with Chinese intelligence agencies in a
“mass trove” of employment records leaked online, according to an analysis of the
files.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/07/05/huawei-staff-cvs-reveal-alleged-links-chi…

A Day of Sorrow for American Democracy 

The Supreme Court’s contorted reasoning in a gerrymandering case leaves a

fundamental flaw in our constitutional democracy without hope of a judicial remedy. 

A Day of Sorrow for American Democracy
The Supreme Court’s contorted reasoning in a gerrymandering case leaves a
fundamental flaw in our constitutional democracy without hope of a judicial remedy.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/07/rucho-v-common-cause-occasion-s…

‼ Please listen to this video 

NowThis
@nowthisnews
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‘The president failed every criterion for rational and reality-based 
decision-making capacity.’ — Here’s what psychiatrists learned 
about Trump’s mental state from the Mueller report

6,025 9:52 PM - Jul 3, 2019

4,331 people are talking about this

Yale psychiatrist Bandy Lee: Trump's mental health is now a "national and global

emergency" 

Dr. Bandy Lee convened experts to study the Mueller report. They conclude that

Trump "can no longer see reality" 

H/T @kristinecummins 

Yale psychiatrist Bandy Lee: Trump's mental health an "emergency"
Dr. Bandy Lee convened experts to study the Mueller report. They conclude that
Trump "can no longer see reality"

https://www.salon.com/2019/06/14/yale-psychiatrist-bandy-lee-trumps-mental-health-is…

GRU Globetrotters 2: The Spies Who Loved Switzerland 

GRU Globetrotters 2: The Spies Who Loved Switzerland - bellingcat
In the first part of this “GRU Globetrotters” series, Bellingcat and its investigative
partner The Insider teamed up with BBC Newsnight to trace the London
movements and potential role of Russian GRU…

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2019/07/06/gru-globetrotters-2-the-spi…

Top VPNs secretly owned by Chinese firms 

Nearly a third of top VPNs are secretly owned by Chinese companies, while other

owners are based in countries with weak or no privacy laws, potentially putting users

at risk, security researchers warn 
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Top VPNs secretly owned by Chinese firms
Nearly a third of top VPNs are secretly owned by Chinese companies, while other
owners are based in countries with weak or no privacy laws, potentially putting
users at risk, security researchers war…

https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252466203/Top-VPNs-secretly-owned-by-Chin…

Archaeologists expected a routine dig in Sweden, but they uncovered two rare Viking

burial boats 

Archaeologists expected a routine dig in Sweden, but they uncovered …
Archaeologists have uncovered two rare Viking boat graves in the Swedish village
of Gamla Uppsala.

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/viking-burial-ship-trnd/index.html

The parents of Otto Warmbier filed a claim for a North Korean cargo ship that was

seized by the US in May, noting the asset could be used to pay off part of the family's

$500 million judgment against the country. 

Otto Warmbier's family files claim for seized North Korean cargo ship
The parents of Otto Warmbier filed a claim for a North Korean cargo ship that was
seized by the US in May, noting the asset could be used to pay off part of the
family's $500 million judgment against…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/05/politics/warmbier-claim-north-korean-cargo-ship/inde…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 
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Pinche-Pastor of Our of the
@Pinche_Pi

This this this:  
twitter.com/KEBrightbill/s…

Kathryn Brightbill @KEBrightbill
When I was a kid, a 7.1 earthquake in California would have been a 
massive humanitarian disaster. The fact that it's mostly just jokes on 
Twitter is a testament to why we have building codes that learn from 
past natural disasters.

139 8:42 PM - Jul 6, 2019

53 people are talking about this

Libya Uncovers Alleged Russian Plot to Meddle in African Votes 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-05/libya-arrests-two-russians-

accused-of-trying-to-influence-vote

Trump Is Falling Almost 1 Million Jobs Short Vs. Obama 

Trump Is Falling Almost 1 Million Jobs Short Vs. Obama
Trump’s economy is not the best ever. In fact Obama added almost one million
more jobs than Trump over the same timeframe.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/chuckjones/2019/07/05/trump-is-falling-almost-1-million-j…

Kushner uses Cayman to move foreign cash 

Kushner uses Cayman to move foreign cash - Cayman Islands Headlin…
(CNS): A real estate company partly owned by Jared Kushner has brought in
around $90 million in investment from anonymous foreign sources since the US
President Trump's son-in-law entered the White H…

https://caymannewsservice.com/2019/06/kushner-uses-cayman/

California professor faces 200 years in jail for trying to smuggle stolen missile secrets

to China 
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The computer chips reportedly contain electronic warfare and fighter jet applications 

California professor faces 200 years in jail for trying to smuggle stolen…
A part-time professor at the University of California, Los Angeles has been found
guilty in a smuggling scheme involving computer chips with radar and electronic
warfare applications that were illega…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/yi-chi-shih-chinese-stolen-missile…

Actor Kevin Spacey has been questioned in the US by the Metropolitan Police over

sex assault allegations in the UK, according to Variety magazine. 

Kevin Spacey 'questioned by Met Police in US'
The actor is interviewed under caution over sex assault claims in the UK, a US
website reports.

https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-48895762

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Ricky Davila
@TheRickyDavila

Ending today with this. Good night. 
306 3:50 AM - Jul 6, 2019

68 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Ricky Davila
@TheRickyDavila

Ending today with this. Good night. 
306 3:50 AM - Jul 6, 2019

68 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Suzanne: Families Belong Together 
@SuzanneWinland

#PAMFAM Fireflies at 3pm... to ruin trump's #4thofJuly  If you 
look at clip full screen on computer, you'll see magical dance of 
fireflies the day trump wanted to have 'salute to America' . 
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It was so dark at Chesapeake Bay Environmental Center #CBEC 
THIS happened! #Karma
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See Suzanne: Families Belong Together 's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Royal family shares photos from baby Archie's christening 

Royal family shares photos from baby Archie's christening
The Duke and Duchess of Sussex's son was christened in an "intimate ceremony"
Saturday

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/archie-baby-christening-royal-family-shares-photos-pri…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Meet the Duke and Duchess of Sussex's son, Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor 

 

A beautiful baby indeed! 🥰

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Wow! Epstein arrested! First on many — his Indictment unseals on Monday—keep

the popcorn handy.  

 

Epstein is the first of many high profile #%€£€> caught up exploiting the global rape

trade.  

#PImpPOTUS #Dershowitz & many more. 

 

Things are heating up folks!
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @CatsChocolates @Geurtie
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 6, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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